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ABSTRACT: since the profile of guide roller for tapered roller through-feed superfinishing is a complex helical
surface, the profile grinding of the guide roller is a complex issue. The analytical expression of grinded guide roller
profile was established based on principle of conjugation surface. The features of axial sectional shape of grinded
guide roller profile were characterized by two parameters including roll contour taper angle and roll contour concavity.
Through numerical calculation, it analyzed the influences of grinding machine-related parameters on grinded guide
roller profile, and results show that roll contour taper angle is most affected by grinding wheel angle, while slightly
affected by grinding wheel diameter and grinding-wheel-rack vertical pendulum angle; On the other hand, roll contour
concavity is most affected by grinding-wheel-rack vertical pendulum angle most, more affected by grinding wheel
diameter, and merely affected by grinding wheel angle. With a guide roller of special structure, it measured the roll
contour concavity of grinded guide roller profile and obtained the outcome results which were in consistence with
numerical calculation results.
KEYWORDS: Tapered Roller Through-Feed Superfinishing; Guide Roller Profile; Grinding; Roll Contour Taper
Angle; Roll Contour Concavity.
Rolling bearing is an important kind of basic mechanical components. Tapered roller is a kind of rolling element in
rolling bearing, and normally its conical surface needs to be superfinishing processed under extremely high accuracy
requirement [1]. Guide roller is a vital tool for tapered roller through-feed superfinishing. During the operation
process of guide roller, it directly touches the roller conical surface and plays a role in regulating roller posture and
driving roller rotation. During the operation process, as the axis of guide roller is spatially crossed with the roller axis,
therefore, the guide roller profile is a complex helical surface [2-4].
Due to the complex shape, guide roller profile grinding is also a complex issue. In theory, it can be grinded by
thread-grinding machine. This paper presented theoretical analysis on axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller
profile and conducted confirmatory measurements in the hope of providing guidance for accurate grinding of guide
roller surface.
GUIDE ROLLER WORKING MODE AND GRINDING MODE OF GUIDE ROLLER PROFILE
Guide roller working mode
As shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that the guide roller working mode in tapered roller through-feed superfinishing
process: a pair of spiral guide roller, with horizontal axes and parallel configurations, are in fixed-axis co-rotating
motion, wherein helical guide roller profile is in touch with conical surfaces of a line of tapered rollers, playing a role
in supporting rollers, controlling roller posture and driving roller rotation; In this process, the helical flange of front
guide roll is in touch with spherical datum plane of roller, driving roller moving through along guide roller axial
direction and separating adjacent rollers. Corresponding to the working mode of guide roller, the working mode of
oilstone is: a line of rectangle oilstones elastically press from right above on rollers and perform high frequency
small-amplitude linear oscillation along the running through direction of rollers. Guide roller and oilstone are in
coordinative working mode, making the roller, which is continuously delivered by feeding mechanism into the middle
of two guide rollers, penetrate through under oilstones while rotating in axis oblique attitude (to guarantee a
reasonable contact between roller top and oilstone), so as to realize the high-efficiency superfinishing processing of
roller conical surface.
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Figure 1. Working mode of guide roller for tapered roller superfinishing process.
Grinding mode of guide roller profile
The guide roller is suggested to be grinded on thread-grinding machine, because on one hand, it can finish grinding
wheel into straight conical surface and adjust the vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack, making grinding
wheel axis and guide roller axis in spatially crossed condition, so as to make the geometrical relationship between
grinding wheel and guide roller similar to that between tapered roller and guide roller; on the other hand, the relative
motion relation between grinding wheel and guide roller can be similar to that between tapered roller and guide roller
during superfinishing process. Therefore, in theory, it is suggested to process guide roller profile by using
thread-grinding machine.
The grinding mode of guide roller profile based on thread-grinding machine is: grinding wheel is dressed into straight
conical surface; the geometrical relation between grinding wheel and guide roller is shown as Figure 2; the motion
relation between grinding wheel and guide roller is that grinding wheel is fixed-axis rotation around its own axis,
while guide roller rotate around its own axis and move along its own axial direction according the requirement of
guide roller helical lead. It can be seen from Figure 2 that there is angle λ in a vertical plane between the guide roller
axis and the grinding wheel axis, and this angle equal to the grinding wheel rack vertical pendulum angle. however in
a horizontal plane, the two axes are parallel with each other.

(a) View in vertical plane

(b) View in horizontal plane

Figure 2. Geometrical relation between grinding wheel and guide roller.
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ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OF AXIAL SECTIONAL SHAPE OF GRINDED GUIDE ROLLER PROFILE
In the grinding process of guide roller profile, guide roller profile surface together with grinding wheel conical surface
construct a pair of conjugate surfaces. According to the principle of conjugation surface[5], the sufficient condition
for forming a pair of line contact conjugate surfaces by guide roller profile surface and grinding wheel conical surface
is: in random location of grinding wheel, which moves relatively to guide roller along guide roller axial direction,
direction of relative speed of a random point on contact line of guide roller and grinding wheel is both vertical to the
normal of grinding wheel conical surface and that of guide roller profile surface at such contact point. According to
the moving modes of guide roller and grinding wheel, the motion of grinding wheel relative to guide roller can be
decomposed into two parts for further analysis. One part is the cylindrical helical motion of grinding wheel relative to
guide roller axis, which is the synthesis of guide roller rotation and the relative movement of grinding wheel along
guide roller axial direction, and the other part is the rotation of grinding wheel. In random point on contact line of
guide roller and grinding wheel, the linear velocity direction of cylindrical helical motion part is the tangential
direction of cylindrical spiral which is through this point, and is definitely vertical to the normal of guide roller profile
surface , while the linear velocity direction of grinding wheel rotation part is definitely tangent to the normal of
grinding wheel conical surface. Therefore, as long as grinding wheel conical surface and guide roller profile surface
share a normal, the direction of relative motion velocity of grinding wheel and guide roller on contact line is surely
vertical to this common normal line, and thus meet the sufficient condition for forming a pair of conjugate surfaces by
roller conical surface and guide roller profile surface. Here below the analytical expression of axial sectional shape of
grinded guide roller profile can be calculated under the condition that grinding wheel conical surface and guide roller
profile surface share a normal.
Based on the space geometry relation between grinding wheel and guide roller, a spatial coordinate system can be
established as Figure 3. In Figure 3, O is a random point within grinding length range on guide roller axis; y axis is at
horizontal plane; Oxyz is a fixed coordinate system; O1x1y1z1 is a moving coordinate system along the direction of
guide roller axis; O1 is the center of large end of grinding wheel, and the coordinate of its original position in Oxyz
system is O1 (0,A,0); z1 axis overlaps with grinding wheel axis;y1 axis overlaps with y axis; λ is the angle between z1
axis and z axis at vertical plane; β is the semi-cone angle of grinding wheel. For the convenience of distinguishing, the
vector expressed in Oxyz coordinate system is superscripted with 0, while that expressed in O1x1y1z1 coordinate
system is superscripted with 1(The same below).

Figure 3. Space geometry relation between grinding wheel and guide roller and coordinate system.
In fixed coordinate system Oxyz, guide roller profile surface is a helical surface. In the view of part surface machining,
such helical surface is produced with the generatrix being regarded as the contact line between guide roller and
grinding wheel or the axial sectional shape of guide roller profile at xOz plane. The vector expression of axial
sectional shape of guide roller profile at xOz plane is:

C 0 =  R,0, z ,

(1)

In this equation, R is radius of random point on axial sectional shape of guide roller profile; z is the z axial
coordination of random point on axial sectional shape of guide roller profile.
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As the axial sectional shape of guide roller profile C0 make cylindrical helical motion around z axis, it can obtain the
guide roller profile surface. Therefore, in coordinate system OXYZ, the vector expression of guide roller profile
surface is:

 cos φ -sin φ 0
 0
0


R = sin φ cos φ 0 C +  0 


 
0
1 
 0
 pφ
0

(2)

p=s/2π,
In this equation: φ is the corner parametric variable in coordinate system Oxyz; p is the helix parameter of guide roller;
s is the lead.
By substituting equation (1) into (2), it can obtain

R 0 =  Rcos φ,Rsin φ, z + pφ

(3)

In coordinate system O1x1y1z1, the vector expression of grinding wheel conical surface is:

r 1 = rcos θ

rsin θ

 re - r  cot β

(4)

In this equation: r is the radius parametric variable of grinding wheel; θ is the corner parametric variable at coordinate
system O1x1y1z1; re is the radius of large end of grinding wheel.
Regarding a random point E at contact line between guide roller and grinding wheel, it should both satisfy equation (3)
and (4). Therefore, the relevant parameters in equation (3) and (4) are subscripted with E, then it can obtain

R 0 E   RE cos φE ,RE sin φE , zE + pφE 
r 1E  rE cos θE

rE sin θE

 re - rE  cot  

(5)
(6)

Equation (5) and (6) are expression of the same point at different coordinate systems. By transmitting r1E from
coordinate O1x1y1z1 to coordinate Oxyz, it can obtain:

R 0 E =  I  r 1E + 0 A 0 

(7)

 cos λ 0 sin λ 
 I  =  0 1 0 
 -sin λ 0 cos λ

(8)

T

In this equation, I is transformation matrix of vector transmitted from coordinate O1x1y1z1 to coordinate O2x2y2z2;
Resulted by coordinate system O1x1y1z rotating λ angle around y1 axis, coordinate system O2x2y2z2 is parallel to
coordinate Oxyz and used for coordinate transformation only (uncharted in Figure 3 )
By substituting equation (5), (6) and (8) into (7), it can obtain:

 RE cos φE   rE cos θE cos λ +  re - rE  cot αsin λ 

 R sin φ  = 
rE sin θE + A
E

 E
 
 zE + pφE   -rE cos θE sin λ +  re - rE  cot αcos λ

(9)

According the principle of space geometry [6], it can obtain from equation (3) that the normal vector N0ED of point E
on guide roller profile in coordinate Oxyz is:
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N0 =
ED

R 0 R 0

φ
z

E

i
= -RE sin φE
RE cos φE

j

k

RE cos φE
RE sin φE

p

(10)

1

 RE cos φE - pRE sin φE 
=  RE sin φE + pRE cos φE 
-RE RE



RE =

dR
dz

E

In this equation: z is the coordinate of z axis in coordinate Oxyz; i,j and k are the unit vector of x, y and z coordinate
axis.
According to the parametric relation of grinding wheel conical surface z1=(re-r)cot β, and combing equation (4), it
can obtain the normal vector N1ES of point E on grinding wheel conical surface at coordinate O1x1y1z1 is

N

1
ES

r 1 r 1


 z1
=

E

i1

j1

k1

-rE sin  E

rE cos  E

0

-cos  Etan 

-sin  Etan 

1

(11)

 rE cos  E 
=  rE sin  E 


 rE tan  
In this equation: z1 is the coordinate of z1 axis in O1x1y1z1 system; i1,j1 and k1 are the unit vector of x1,y1 and z1
coordinate axis, respectively.
By transmitting N1ES into coordinate system OXYZ, it can obtain the normal N0ES of point E on grinding wheel conical
surface at OXYZ system. Since coordinate OXYZ is parallel to coordinate O2X2Y2Z2, it can obtain
N

0
ES

 I  N

1
ES

(12)

By substituting equation (8), (11) into (12), it can obtain

N

0
ES

 rE cos θE cos λ + rE tan  sin λ 


rE sin θE


 -rE cos θE sin λ + rE tan  cos λ

(13)

At contact point E, the condition for normal line being shared by guide roller profile surface and roller conical surface
is

N 0 ED  N 0 ES  0

(14)

This means the specific values of coordinate components which respectively correspond to normal vector N0ED and
N0EG equal each other. Therefore, it can obtain from equation (10) and (13)
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RE cos φE - pRE sin φE
rE cos θE cos λ + rE tan  sin λ




RE sin φE + pRE cos φE
rE sin θE

(15)

-RE RE
-rE cos θE sin λ + rE tan  cos λ

As E point is randomly selected, any point on contact line will meet equation (9) and (15). By removing subscripts in
both equations, then we get:
Rcos φ = rcos θcos λ + ( re - r )cot  sin λ

Rsin φ = rsin θ + A
z  p =  r cos  sin   (re  r )cot  cos 

(16)
(17)
(18)

R cos   pR  sin 
r cos  cos   r tan  sin 
R sin   pR  cos 




r sin 
RR 

(19)

r tan  cos   r cos  sin 

By dividing equation (17) by equation (16), we get

tan  

r sin  A
r cos  cos   ( re  r )cot  sin 

(20)

equation (19) can be transformed into:
sin  p cos 
sin


R
R
tan  cos   cos  sin 

(21)

cos  p sin  cos  cos   tan  sin 


R
R
tan  cos   cos  sin 

(22)

According to equation (21) and (22), it can obtain
R

pr (tan  cos   cos  sin  )
cos  (r sin  A)  r sin  (cos  cos   tan  sin  )

(23)
By substituting equation (23) into (17), and removing all terms related to φ using equation (20), it can obtain

E sin   F cos   G  0
 E  (re  r ) cot  sin   r tan  sin 

 F  A cos   p sin 
G  tan  ( A sin   p cos  )


(24)

(25)

In this equation: E, F and G are algebraic symbols for the convenience of writing and calculation without any specific
geometrical significance.
According to Figure 3, it can be seen that the contact line between guide roller and grinding wheel locates in the 3rd
quadrant of coordinate system O1x1y1z1, wherein, θ is the angle of the 3rd quadrant,and cos θ is a negative value,
therefore in equation (24), we get
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cos    1  sin 2 

(26)

By substituting equation (25) and (26) into (24), it can obtain

sin  

EG  F E 2  F 2  G 2
E2  F 2

(27)

To determine the selection of “±” in equation (27), suppose λ=0 and p=0, by substituting equation (27) into (25), it
can obtain sin θ =±1. θ is the angle of the 3rd quadrant and sinθ is a negative value, therefore it should select “-” before
root sign in equation (27), and the equation can be written as:

sin  

EG  F E 2  F 2  G 2
E2  F 2

(28)

By transforming equation (18), it can obtain

z =  re  r  cot  cos   r cos  sin   p

(29)

By transforming equation (17), it can obtain

R

r sin   A
sin 

(30)

Regarding r independent variable, the parametric value θ can be calculated by equation (28); the parametric value φ
can be calculated by equation (20); and then based on equation (29), (30), it can calculate variable z and R,
respectively; so that it can obtain the axial section shape of guide roller profile.
To realize a clear value range and convenience of calculation, the coordinate value z1 of contact point between guide
roller and grinding wheel in z1 axis of coordinate O1x1y1z1 is regarded as independent variable, which substitutes for
radius parametric variable of grinding wheel r. The substitution relation is

r  re - z1 tan  ; 0  z1  B

(31)

In this equation, B is the breadth of grinding wheel
It worth noting that value A in related equations can be calculated by large end radius re of grinding wheel and small
end radius Rmin of guide roller:

A  re  Rmin

(32)

equations of (20), (25),(28), (29), (30)and (31)are the analytic expression of axial sectional shape curve of
grinded guide roller profile
CHARACTERISTICS OF AXIAL SECTIONAL SHAPE OF GRINDING GUIDE ROLLER PROFILE
Theoretical analysis
The above mentioned analytic expression of axial sectional shape of guide roller profile is very complex, therefore,
the characteristics of axial sectional shape of guide roller profile is analyzed through numerical calculation. The
calculation condition is β=2.5°, λ=4°, B=48 mm, re=150 mm, Rmin=80 mm, s=54 mm;calculation result is shown in
Figure 4.
It can be seen from Figure 4 that the axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller profile seems to be an oblique line,
which is due to the fact that the nonlinearity degree of axial sectional shape curve is much smaller than its obliquity
and hardly to be observed under the coordinate scale in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Calculation example of axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller profile.
To comprehensively and accurately express the characteristics of axial section shape of grinded guide roller profile,
the obliquity and nonlinearity of axial sectional shape are described respectively. The connective line between both
ends of axial sectional shape is regarded as the datum line; the oblique angle of datum line relative to guide roller axis
is used for describing the overall obliquity of axial sectional shape, which is called roll contour taper angle denoted by
μ; on the other hand, the nonlinearity of axial sectional shape is described by the difference between radius of point on
sectional shape curve and radius of datum line-related point, and such difference of radius is called roll contour
concavity denoted by ΔR.
The calculation formular for roll contour taper angle is

 =arctan

Rmax  Rmin
zmax  zmin

(33)

In the calculation example shown as Figure 4, the roll contour taper angle is μ=2.5205°.
Suppose the radius of random point on datum line is Rj, then the calculation formular is

R j =Rmin  ( Rmax  Rmin )

z  z min
zmax  zmin

(34)

In this formular: Rmax is the large end radius of sectional shape; zmax is large end axial coordinate; Rmin is the small end
radius of sectional shape; zmin is small end axial coordinate.
The calculation formular of roll contour concavity is

R =R  R j 。

roll contour concavity ΔR[mm]

The roll contour concavity of the calculation example is shown in Figure 5
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Figure 5. Calculation example of roll contour concavity of grinded guide roller profile.
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From Figure 5 it can be seen that roll contour concavity is a curve, of which the concavity values at both ends are zero,
and concavity values at other points are negative, indicating that the sectional curve is middle concave, which is the
reason why the index of nonlinearity characteristic of described sectional curve is called roll contour concavity. The
max middle concavity of the curve is ΔRmax = 6.2 μm.
The above mentioned calculation example shows that the axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller profile is
characteristic ed by both obliquity and middle concavity.

Confirmatory measurement
The obliquity characteristic of axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller profile is very significant and can be
directly observed, while the middle concavity characteristic is hard to be directly observed but needed to be measured
accurately. Since guide roller is large in both size and weight, the axial sectional shape can hardly be measured in
measurement room; moreover an ideal accuracy of on-site measure can hardly be achieved due to the limitation of
measurement instrument. Therefore, we designed a special guide roller. The special designed guide roller is made by
installing a circular roller shell on a long axis. The circular roller has the exactly same spiral working surface as
normal roller, while the length of circular roller is only 2 screw pitches long; the length of long axis and the bearing
blocks at both ends of long axis are exactly the same as that of normal roller, making it possible for performing profile
grinding on circular roller as did on normal guide roller, which is shown in Figure 6. After grinding of special guide
roller, the circular roller can be easily dismounted, and the axial sectional shape of circular roller profile can be
measured accurately in measurement room, which is shown in Figure 7.

special guide roller

Figure 6. Special guide roller and its profile grinding.

circular roller

Figure 7. Accurate measurement of axial section shape of circular roller shell profile of special guide roller.
The parameters of spiral surface of special guide roller and thread-grinding machine-related parameters are:
β=5.23°,λ=6.5°,B=22.5 mm,re=150 mm,Re=80 mm,s=54 mm. The measurement equipment is BEARING
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PGI 1220 measuring instrument in FORM TALYSURF series from TAYLOR
HOBSON Co., Ltd. After measuring the axial sectional shape of guide roller profile, it can filter out the component of
overall obliquity and output surface topography characteristic including waviness, which is shown in Figure 8.
According to special guide roller parameters and grinding parameters, respectively, the roll contour concavity curve of
grinded guide roller can be calculated, which is shown in Figure 9. By comparing the two curves, it can find the
consistence between measurement results and calculation results is sound.
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Figure 8. Measurement results of axial profile of grinded special guide roller.
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Figure 9. Calculation results of profile concavity curve of grinded special guide roller.
INFLUENCE OF GRINDING MACHINE-RELATED PARAMETERS ON AXIAL SECTIONAL SHAPE OF
GUIDE ROLLER PROFILE
During grinding guide roller profile, grinding wheel can be dressed into different semi-cone angles; the vertical
pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack is adjustable;The large end radius re of grinding wheel decreases with the
increased frequency of grinding. Therefore, through numerical calculation, it can analyze the influences of these
factors on roll contour taper angle and roll contour concavity, wherein, except as otherwise noted, the calculation
conditions are:β=2°,λ=6°,B=48 mm,re=150 mm,Rmin=80 mm,s=54 mm.
Influence of semi-cone angle of grinding wheel
Referring the value range of semi-cone angle of tapered roller, the semi-cone angle β of grinding wheel is maintained
within 1°～5°. By keeping other calculation conditions unchanged, it investigates the influence of β variation on roll
contour taper angle and roll contour concavity of grinded guide roller. The calculation results are shown in Figure 10
and 11, respectively.
According to Figure 10 and Figure 11, it can be seen that with the increase of β, the roll contour taper angle μ shows a
approximately linear increase, while the roll contour concavity ΔR remains unchanged. According to calculation data,
it can be known that when β varies within 1° ～ 5°, every increased 1° of β roughly corresponds to every increased
0.9950° of μ. The total variation amount of μ is 3.978°, and total variation amount of the max concavity ΔRmax is 0.2
μm, indicating roll contour taper angle μ is significantly affected by β, while roll contour concavity ΔR remains
roughly unaffected by β.
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Figure 10. Influence of grinding wheel semi-cone angle on grinded roll contour taper angle.
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Figure 11. Influence of grinding wheel semi-cone angle on grinded roll contour concavity.
Influence of vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack
Referring value range of helical angle of normal guide roller, vertical pendulum angle λ of grinding wheel rack varies
within 2°~6°. By maintaining other calculation conditions unchanged, the influence of λ variation on roll contour
taper angle and roll contour concavity of grinded guide roller is investigated. The calculation results are shown in
Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.
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Figure 12. Influence of vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack on grinded roll contour taper angle.
According to Figure 12 and Figure13, with the increase of λ, the roll contour taper angle μ show a nonlinear increasing
tendency, and the roll contour concavity ΔR also increases. According to calculation data, it can be known when λ
varies within the variation range of 2°～6°,the total variation amount of μ is 0.05°, and the total variation amount of
max concavity ΔRmax is 12.5 μm, indicating that roll contour taper angle μ is merely affected by λ, while roll contour
concavity ΔR is significantly affected by λ.
Influence of grinding wheel large end radius
Referring the actually selected value of grinding wheel diameter and the variation after grinding, the large end radius
re of grinding wheel is controlled within 120~200 mm while maintaining other calculation conditions unchanged, it
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roll contour concavity ΔR[mm]

can investigate the influence of re variation on roll contour taper angle and roll contour concavity of grinding guide
roller. The calculation results are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively.
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Figure 13. Influence of vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack on grinded roll contour concavity.
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Figure 14. Influence of grinding wheel large end radius on roll contour taper angle of grinded guide roller.
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Figure 15. Influence of grinding wheel large end radius on roll contour concavity of grinded guide roller.
From Figure 14 and Figure 15, we can find that with the increase of re, the roll contour taper angle μ shows a roughly
linear decrease tendency, and the roll contour ΔR also decreases accordingly. It can be known from calculation data
that when re varies within the range of 120~200 mm, every increased 10 mm of re corresponds to every decreased
0.004° of μ. The total variation amount of μ is 0.022°, and the total variation amount of max concavity ΔRmax is 5.1 μm,
indicating that the roll contour taper angle μ is merely affected by re, while roll contour concavity ΔR is significantly
affected by re.
CONCLUSIONS
Regarding grinding of the guide roller profile for tapered roller superfinishing based on thread-grinding machine, it
can reach following conclusions through theoretical analysis, practical calculation and measurement.
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The analytic expression of axial sectional shape of grinded guide roller profile is constructed by equation (20),(25),
(28), (29), (30)and (31)together.
The axial section shape of grinded guide roller profile is of both obliquity characteristic and nonlinear characteristic of
middle concavity, which can be characterized by roll contour taper angle and roll contour concavity, respectively. The
roll contour taper angle is most affected by grinding wheel conical angle, while merely affected by grinding wheel
diameter and vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack; on the other hand, roll contour concavity is most
affected by vertical pendulum angle of grinding wheel rack, relatively more affected by grinding wheel diameter, and
merely affected by grinding wheel taper angle.
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